Experiences with dose finding in patients in early drug development: the use of biomarkers in early decision making.
With the increasing cost and complexity of drug development, biomarkers will play an increasing role in the early phases. Biomarkers can be classified into target, mechanistic, or outcome with varying degrees of linkage to disease or treatment effect. They can be used to determine proof of concept by characterising the efficacy or safety profiles, or determining differentiation from any competitor drugs. PK/PD modelling of biomarker data for novel and marketed compounds can be used to predict outpatient dose response. Subsequent simulations may replace or reduce the size and cost of larger phase 2b outpatient studies. Two examples of biomarkers and PK/PD modelling used to characterise dose response are presented. Penile plethysmography (RigiScan Plus) in male erectile dysfunction and phenylephrine challenge urethral pressure in benign prostatic hyperplasia are used to reduce time and cost to reach major exploratory development decision points in these indications.